Introduction
Overall View Radiated susceptibility testing determines the susceptibility of shuttle payload equipment to radiated
The ARSTSsoftware automaticallyexecutes the test electromagneticfields. This test, which is typically done procedureand data recording. This automaticprocess can by the engineer monitoring the equipment, requires a be broken into the following steps: pass/fall condition to be determined at each electromagnetic frequency over a wide test range. The resulting
• Data acquisition large amount of data is difficult to analyze and mani-• Test instrumentation selection pulate during testing and even after. The automatic test • Automaticradiated susceptibilityprocess system resolves these difficulties by controlling radio-• User involvement frequency (RF) equipment, monitoring the equipment being tested, and collecting data. Depending on the Data Acquisition .
equipment's position in the orbiter payload bay, ARSTS can enable the test engineer to readily select a field level ARSTSusespower amplifiers,frequency generators, or to make modifications for a particular application transmittingantennas,modulators,RF switches,and field f (such as changing the field intensity to be applied to the sensors that are connected by fiber-optic cables to a field equipment under test (EUT) if a susceptibility is detec-meter. The computer controls the interface with the ted). With this software, the test engineer can view RF equipment and instrumentation via a general purinformationin real time--including process time, current pose interface bus (GPIB), as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This software enables ARSTS to operate the instruments and Test Instrumentation Selection to completely control hardware interfaces. ARSTS provides closed-loop, computer-controlled leveling of the Several things must be considered when choosing field intensity by comparing the output of the radiating the right test instruments to include in the automatic test system with the radiated level measured by the field system: sensor in the shield room.
(1) The system's architecture must be designed The software is divided into three subsystems:
with connecting instrumentation to reduce instrumentation costs and software development time. For example, (I) Display--The display subsystem sets the setup instead of controlling just one amplifier, an RF actuator parameters of a susceptibility test, including the test relay could control a number of amplifiers. instrument configuration (Fig. 2) .
(2) The equipment must be able to operate under the (2) Critical test information--During the tests, this conditions required by the test, such as particular field subsystem automatically levels and controls the RF field levels and frequency ranges. in real time ( Fig. 3) .
(3) Instruments should come with a standardized, (3) Data--The data subsystem enables the test controllable GPIB. engineer to display and print all test results and documentation after a test is complete.
(4) Instruments must be accurate and stable, controlling most functions needed to perform the test.
ARSTSprogram

Automatic Radiated Susceptibility Process
A closed-loop, automatically controlled, susceptibility process includes several steps ( Fig. 4) :
(1) The system initializes the hardware by issuing an "off' command to the RF output of the signal generator, then setting a low initial RF level to avoid overstressing the EUT. ! (2) Once the test setup has been corrected, the test engineer switches the system to auto mode.
(3) Then, the system decreases or increases the RF Figure 2. --Test setup screen, level of the signal generator from the equation:
Fieldmmur _ or can turn off the RF generator--this automatically RF w = RFol a -201og Fieldd_ switches the system to manual mode. If the RF signal is turned off, it must be turned back on before the system can be switched to auto mode again. The new RF level increases if the measured field is less than the desired field, and it decreases if the User Involvement measured field is greater than the desired field. The process continuesuntil the measuredfield approachesthe Whileoperating ARSTS, the test engineermust enter desired field. At this point, the system automatically choices from the menus and input answers to questions records the frequency, RF signal level, and threshold about the EUT. In addition, this engineer usually investilevel. Then, it continues with the test procedure by step-gates the test setup and sets test parameters such as freping-up to the next frequency using a step size predefined quency range, step size, required test level, dwell time, by the test engineeror another person responsible for the and instrument settings. EUT. The test engineer can measure the EUT's performance throughout its exposure to the electromagnetic Before starting the test, the test engineer places the field. When a failureoccurs, the test engineer determines EUT and field sensors inside the shielded enclosure and the susceptible threshold level manually by using the up positionsthe antennas 1m from the EUT. When the softand down arrow keys on the computer to reduce the RF ware indicates that the antenna needs to be changed, signal level until the malfunction or degradation corn-the engineer manually changes the antenna (the three pletely disappears. The system then records the fre-antennas usedrespond to different frequency ranges). At quency, RF signal level, and threshold level, as well as a this point, the software automatically disables the RF description of the failure, output to prevent any damage to the EUT and to protect personnel from RF exposure. After the antenna is ARSTS can be used in twointerchangeablemodes--changed, testing can resume. auto and manual. During the auto mode, the test engineer can pause the system by switching it to manual mode To make necessary interventions, the test engineer must observe the EUT while it is exposed to the field. This can be done by watching the monitor as it displays [ ,,_a_,o ] images grabbedand stored by the internal software or by°a nother method of observing the test sample.
t" ConcludingRemarks
The automatic radiated susceptibility test system and a 16-by 10-by 8-ft shielded enclosure to isolate ground support equipment and instrumentation from the Yes / ElectromagneticInterference laboratory facility. ARSTS J _ and the new test area will increaseNASA Lewis' ability to conduct tests according to military and commercial Figure 4 ._Automatic process for determining specifications. susceptibility.
